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THE PECULIARITIES OF NEURON’S ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE ARE EMPHASISED BY 
NUMERICAL IMAGE PROCESSING 
 
A.V. Kaspirzhnyy 
Dniepropetrovsk National University, Department of Physics Electronics and Computer Systems, 72 Gagarina av., 
Dniepropetrovsk, 49050, Ukraine 
 
The peculiarities of neurons’ electrical structure were investigated with the computer models of CA1 pyrami-
dal neurons of rat hippocampus. The models are designed using the data of 3-D reconstruction of neurons’ 
dendritic arborizations. The electrical structure of dendritic arborization was computed as the arborization of 
current transfer effectiveness profiles for each dendritic branch using the NEURON software. The dendrites 
are considered as passive cables with zero leakage at the tip (“sealed-end” boundary condition). The numeri-
cal method for emphasizing the cluster or continual character of neuron’s electrical structure was designed. 
The peculiarities of electrical structure for two model neurons were emphasized. They are the distinct groups 
of current transfer effectiveness profiles that are caused by the pattern of dendritic branching asymmetry. 
 
KEY WORDS: electrical structure, CA1 pyramidal neuron of hippocampus, computer modeling, NEURON, 
image processing, dendritic arborization 
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